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Project Description
Training Teachers: Arts as Literacy (TTAL) was a joint teacher training project of Puget Sound
Educational Service District (PSESD) and Seattle Public Schools (SPS) in the Puget Sound region of
Washington State. TTAL was funded by a 2008-2011 Professional Development for Arts Educators
(PDAE) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.
Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy enhanced the existing Arts Impact Core training model in artsinfused learning. The project:
1) Expanded Arts Impact’s K-5 elementary school-based teacher training program by
deepening Arts Impact’s and Seattle Public Schools’ understandings of arts-infused
classroom learning in writing and reading.
2) Developed a Seattle Public Schools arts-infused writing and arts-infused reading curricula
at six sequential grade levels (K-5) focused on descriptive language in narrative writing
and story sequence, character, and setting in reading.
3) Created and formalized a Seattle Public Schools/Arts Impact professional development
model and Professional Learning Community focused on arts-infused learning.
2008-09—A Year of Collaboration and Planning
TTAL began the project with a year of collaboration and curriculum planning. Arts Impact staff and
project Artist-Mentors (teaching artist-coaches) collaborated with Seattle Public Schools curriculum
leaders: the K-12 Manager of Visual and Performing Arts Program, the K-5 Literacy Manager, and two
SPS elementary literacy coaches. Community cultural educators also actively contributed to
curriculum planning: Dance Educators from Pacific Northwest Ballet and University of Washington
World Series of Dance; Education Director of Seattle Children’s Theater; and the Educator for School
and Teacher Programs at Seattle Art Museum. Additionally, institute training and mentorships
were planned.
2009-11—Two Years of Project Implementation
Teacher leader teams comprised of one teacher each from grade levels K-5 and from each of four
schools with 50% or higher free and reduced meal student populations trained together for two
summers and participated in classroom mentorships for two years.
Professional development content included instruction and practice in concept based instruction;
identifying arts-infused concepts; articulating learning targets and criteria; implementing
performance based assessments; and arts-infused teaching and learning. The curriculum was
composed of grade level specific arts-infused lessons aligned with Reading Workshop and Writing
Workshop pedagogy (an initiative within three of the four participating schools and many schools
throughout Seattle Public Schools).
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Professional Development Components
The professional development components for the Arts Impact Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy
project were based on Arts Impact’s Core and other arts-infused teacher training models and were
repeated in each of two years of implementation.
30 Hours of Summer Institute Training
Institutes taught hands-on lessons in basic arts concepts and skills in dance, theater, and visual arts
with a focus on arts-infused teaching and learning strategies for literacy: writing and reading.
One-on-One Classroom Mentorships
During the first year, teachers received two 5-hour classroom mentorships in two of the three
disciplines taught at the summer institute. Each 5-hour mentorship was comprised of five classroom
visits from the Artist-Mentor designed to provide the teacher practice implementing the project
curriculum in a gradual release of responsibility for the instruction from the Artist-Mentor to the
teacher. The five visits included a model teach, two co-teaches, one independent teach, and an
assessment and evaluation session. In the second year of implementation, teachers received a 10hour mentorship with one Artist-Mentor focused on the third arts discipline, wrote and taught an
arts-infused lesson, and assessed student learning. Across the two years, teachers gradually began
to teach arts-infused lessons independently. It is important to note that throughout the
mentorships, student performance based assessments are co-rated by the teacher and the ArtistMentor, and results were compared to validate the accuracy of the ratings.
Professional Learning Community Meetings
These meetings included workshops with and feedback from a curriculum and assessment specialist,
ongoing advisement from Arts Impact teaching and administrative staff, and an opportunity for
teachers to work as teams to expand arts-infused teaching at their school. The trainees met twice in
2009-10 and once in 2010-11 with their principal and Arts Impact staff to review progress and share
classroom strategies.
Supplementary Workshops
Workshops were offered throughout the school year and focused on additional foundational arts
concepts, skills, and arts-infused literacy teaching strategies. Teachers were required to attend two
workshops for each year of training.
Student Cultural Study Visits
Study visits to the Seattle Art Museum, Pacific Northwest Ballet, University of Washington World
Series of Dance, and Seattle Children’s Theatre provided first-hand opportunities to identify and
discuss the literacy concepts and processes studied in the classroom as seen and heard in a
professional arts setting. Students viewed and discussed the highest exemplars of the concepts,
skills, and processes they studied.
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Design and Methodology
Early in the development of this project, the staff and program evaluator met to discuss the design of the
project and evaluation plan to ensure the project would meet all goals. The results of these discussions
were an evaluation plan that used multiple measures and a mixed methodology to gather quantitative and
qualitative data. The evaluation plan provided for regular reports to guide project implementation and
objectively evaluate benchmarks, performance measures, and outcomes at different stages of the project.
The evaluation:
Tracked level of teacher engagement.
Teacher engagement data documented the percent of teachers in the Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy
project who received professional development that was sustained and intensive. The data was entered
into a database and updated reports were provided to project staff and partners at the conclusion of each
Arts Impact summer institute and project year. This information enabled project staff to monitor the
progress of teachers to meet the project indicator that 80% of teachers complete 104 hours of
professional development. Information gathered included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Number of hours teachers participated in summer institutes.
Number of hours teachers participated in mentorships.
Completion of student performance-based assessments.
Number of hours teachers participated in Professional Learning Community meetings.
Number of hours teachers participated in supplementary workshops.
Number of cultural study trips completed for student learning.

Measured the extent to which teachers learned standards-based concepts infused between literacy
and dance, theater, and visual arts.
During the Arts Impact summer institutes, Artist-Mentors assessed the
work of participating teachers to evaluate whether they demonstrated
arts-infused concepts, skills, and processes. Artist-Mentors used vetted
performance-based assessments with aligned criteria for each concept
and/or skill demonstration. The teachers also assessed their own
demonstration of these concepts and skills. Teacher assessments were
analyzed to assure they met the performance benchmark of
demonstrating 80% of the concepts and/or skills. Self-ratings of teachers
were compared with the ratings of Artist-Mentors as an indication of the
ability of teachers to accurately self-evaluate their knowledge and skills,
which indicated learning and internalized knowledge. Teacher data was
analyzed at the conclusion of each Arts Impact summer institute which
then identified the overall quality of Artist-Mentor instruction, overall
level of teacher learning, lessons or concepts that could be improved
through instruction, or any teachers who were in need of further support.
Measured the extent to which teachers gained the skills to teach arts-infused lessons in the classroom.
Artist-Mentors used the Autonomy Rubric for Teachers (A.R.T.) to assess the extent to which teachers gained
the skills to teach arts-infused lessons. This instrument, developed by Arts Impact and used in previous models,
consisted of a four-point analytic rubric with annotated items describing the teachers’ abilities to plan, teach
and assess arts and arts-infused concepts. Artist-Mentors observed teachers during the Mentorships and rated
each rubric item on a four-point scale. Teachers also completed the A.R.T. as a self-evaluation in the second
year of the program. Ratings of a 3 and a 4 (defined as “adopting a skill” and “proficient at a skill” respectively)
were considered satisfactory ratings. The A.R.T. scores were analyzed at the end of each school year with the
performance benchmark that 80% of teachers would receive ratings at the 3 or 4 levels. Teacher ratings were
compared with those of the Artist-Mentor to determine how accurately teachers were able to assess their own
skills, again, a measure of how teachers internalized concepts and skills.
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Measured student learning in arts lessons taught by trained teachers.
Teachers taught the arts-infused lessons in their
classrooms and assessed how well their students
learned concepts. This process was parallel to the
performance-based assessments used in the Arts
Impact summer institutes and used the same
criteria-based assessment formats for each lesson.
Artist-Mentors also assessed student learning
during these lessons. This data was analyzed at the
end of each school year to see if students met the
performance benchmark of demonstrating 80% of
concepts and/or skills taught in the lessons.
Teachers’ assessments of student learning were compared with Artist-Mentors’ ratings of student
learning as an indication of teachers’ abilities to accurately evaluate the knowledge and skills of
students and establish interrater reliability.
Gathered information on teachers’ perceptions about competence and confidence.
A teacher survey assessed teacher attitudes toward valuing arts education and perceptions of
competence and confidence to teach the arts. Quantitative and qualitative survey information was
gathered before and after the first Arts Impact summer institute and again after the second institute
in a pre-post design. The data was summarized and reported to project partners so that project
adjustments could be made to improve project delivery of content.
Surveyed families to assess their satisfaction with communications about the project.
Families were surveyed during each school year to assess their satisfaction with communication
about the project. This information—successfully communicating with families to build their
knowledge and expectations for standards-based arts education programs—continues to be an
important part of program sustainability. The surveys were designed with input from project staff
and SPS personnel and translated by SPS staff into the five most common community languages
spoken collectively at the treatment schools. This data was summarized during each of the two
school years and used to shape future communications with families.
Tracked effective strategies for scale up in Seattle Public Schools.
The evaluation reviewed documentation of a professional development model for arts-infused
education that could be replicated throughout Seattle Public Schools. Documents reviewed include
those associated with Professional Learning Community meetings with classroom teachers and
literacy coaches, and leadership meetings with district-level specialists and administrators. In the
second year of the project, a professional development plan for arts-infused learning was vetted
with, edited, and transferred to Seattle Public Schools personnel. The document is published as part
of this report.
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Project Goals, Objectives, and Indicators
Goal 1: Expand standards-based sustained and intensive arts
education professional development program in Seattle Public
Schools
• 80% of classroom teachers and literacy coaches receive 30 hours of
summer institute training, plus 22 hours of professional
development for each of two years.
Goal 2: Strengthen and build capacity of teachers and schools to
deliver standards-based arts education programs.
• Teachers increase knowledge of arts concepts and skills aligned with
state standards.
• 80% of classroom teachers meet all lesson criteria; 80% interrater
reliability between Artist-Mentors’ and teacher’ self-assessments.
• 80% of teachers plan, teach and assess an arts-infused lesson.
• 80% of teachers receive a 3 or 4 on the A.R.T.
Goal 3: Integrate standards-based arts instruction with other core academic area content,
specifically literacy.
Objective 3.1: Develop and expand Arts Impact arts-infused literacy curriculum.
• Ninety new arts/literacy infused lessons written.
• Eight arts and literacy-infused lessons taught per classroom.
• 80% of students meet criteria on arts-infused lessons.
Goal 4: Create a sustainable and replicable model of professional development in the arts and
arts-infused education for Seattle Public Schools.
• Arts Impact facilitates, and teachers co-present, at one six-hour professional learning community
work session.
• 80% of family survey respondents agree/strongly agree that they received clear communication
about arts-based learning.
• One Arts-Infused Literacy Professional Development Plan provided to school district.
• Upgraded website and video on website operational by January 2012.

Arts-Infused Processes and Curriculum, Assessment Design
Arts Impact met its planning and implementation performance measure for Goal 3: Integrate
standards based arts instruction with other core academic area content, specifically literary.
Seventy-two new arts-infused literacy lessons were developed, taught by Artist-Mentors to
teachers, and taught by the teachers to their classroom students (See Appendix One). Twenty
additional arts-infused literacy lessons were written by individual teachers to exceed the project
goal of 90 lessons total. These lessons will be available on the Arts Impact website beginning in
June 2012.
In order to accomplish sustained student learning, a project’s ability to meet its teacher training
goals rests at bottom line on the depth and clear intent of its educational content, teaching
strategies, with an assessments design that is shared by teachers and students. Arts Impact worked
extensively with the Seattle Public Schools’ literacy staff and arts administrators to design a
curriculum that was authentically infused with writing and reading. Also, it was crucial to align
curriculum with the development of the child, state standards, and use of criteria-based
assessments that measure what students know and can do in literacy, in the arts, and for artsinfused concepts and skills. Of particular interest in this project was the focus on three processes
shared between the arts and literacy: generating ideas, constructing meaning, and self-reflection.
Arts Impact—Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy 2009-11 Final Report – October 2011
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Teacher Engagement
Summer Institutes
Arts Impact Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy met the goal for creating and expanding standardsbased sustained and intensive arts education professional development in Seattle Public Schools.
Additionally, teachers met the goals for mentorship engagement and performance-based
assessment of student learning.
• In 2009, 26 elementary school classroom teachers and literacy coaches attended the first Arts
Impact Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy summer institute. Teachers attended 96% of the
possible 30 hours of institute training per teacher.
• In 2010, all 26 of the originally trained teachers returned for a second year of training. In some
cases, teachers taught in the classrooms of other teachers or shared a teaching position with
another teacher. Teachers attended 99% of the possible 30 hours of institute training per
teacher in the second year, indicating the value teachers placed on the TTAL arts-infused
teacher training.
Mentorships
• In the 2009-10 school year, 26 mentorships were implemented. All 26 classroom teachers and
literacy coaches completed 100% of the 10-hour mentorships.
• In the 2010-11 school year, 27 mentorships were implemented. A literacy coach completed two
mentorships to assure coverage of a second grade level. All 26 teachers and one literacy coach
completed 100% of the 10-hour mentorships.
Assessments
• In the 2009-10 school year, 100% of teachers completed and submitted student learning
assessments for at least one lesson. 85% of teachers completed and submitted student learning
assessments for two lessons meeting the project goal.
• In the 2010-11 school year, 85% of
teachers completed and submitted
student learning assessments for the
arts-infused lesson they wrote and taught,
again meeting the project goal.
Supplementary Activities
• In 2009-10, 85% of teachers completed at
least one supplementary workshop.
69% of teachers completed two or more supplementary workshops.
• In 2010-11, 54% of teachers completed at least one supplementary workshop. 42% attended two
supplementary workshops. This data marks a decline in teacher attendance at workshops held
after school or on Saturdays, perhaps attesting to the demands placed on teachers’ after school
building management responsibilities.
• In 2009-10, 88% of teachers attended one Professional Learning Community meeting. 58% of
teachers completed two Professional Learning Community meetings.
• In 2010-11, only one Professional Learning Community meeting was offered with 92% attendance.
An additional six-hour professional development training was held in January 2011, also with 92%
of teachers attending.
• In 2009-10 and 2010-11, 100% of teachers completed cultural study trips to complement their
classroom study. This quantitative finding supports the qualitative comments of teachers
attesting to the work of the cultural educators in support of classroom teachers, and the value of
arts-infused concepts being reinforced by original works of art and live performances at cultural
institutions.
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Teacher Learning: Summer Institutes
During the 2009 and 2010 Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy summer institutes, Artist-Mentors
taught arts-infused lessons to teacher/participants. These were the same lessons taught to their
students during the school year, with additional lessons written by teachers taught in 2010-11. In
2009, the summer institute curriculum focused on arts-infused writing; in 2010, the summer
institute focused on arts-infused reading. Teachers trained in lessons in combined grade level bands
(K-1; 2-3; 4-5). This prepared teachers to understand the spiral of arts-infused concepts between
two grade levels.
Goal: Teachers demonstrate 80% of the concepts/skills taught in the arts-infused writing and
reading lessons. In 2009, all of teachers who completed the lessons met the goal of demonstrating
at least 80% of the concepts and skills in each arts discipline. Findings showed that: Kindergarten
and first grade teachers met all of the criteria in dance, theater, and visual arts; second, third,
fourth, and fifth grade teachers met all of the criteria in dance and theater. Ten teachers missed at
least one lesson. These teachers demonstrated the concepts and/or skills for the lessons they did
attend. Artist-Mentors worked with these teachers to ensure they acquired the knowledge and skills
to effectively teach missed lessons during the school year.

2009 TTAL Summer Institute - Teacher Learning Year One
Number and percent of teachers demonstrating
at least 80% of the concepts/skills in each arts discipline

95%

Visual Arts-infused Writing
(21 of 22 teachers)

100%

Theater-infused Writing
(24 of 24 teachers)
Dance-infused Writing
(22 of 22 teachers)

100%

In 2010, all teachers who completed the lessons met the goal of demonstrating at least 80% of the
concepts and skills in each arts discipline. Most teachers demonstrated all of the concepts and/or
skills. Several teachers missed some lessons during the Summer Institute due to unavoidable
circumstances. These teachers successfully demonstrated the concepts and/or skills in the lessons
they did attend. Project staff believes these teachers would also have demonstrated at least 80% of
the concepts and/or skills had they been able to attend all of the Summer Institute. Artist-Mentors
worked with these teachers to ensure they acquired the knowledge and skills to effectively teach
the lessons.

2010 TTAL Summer Institute - Teacher Learning Year Two
Number and percent of teachers demonstrating
at least 80% of the concepts/skills in each arts discipline

Visual Arts-infused Reading
(24 of 24 teachers)

100%

Theater-infused Reading
(19 of 19 teachers)

100%

Dance-infused Reading
(24 of 24 teachers)

100%
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Teacher Learning: Interrater Reliability at Summer Institutes
To what degree did the rating of Artist-Mentors and teachers agree with one another?
Artist-Mentors rated teachers on each concept and/or skill for each lesson. Teachers rated
themselves on each concept and/or skill for each lesson as well. This analysis looks at the percent of
agreement between the ratings made by the Artist-Mentors and the ratings made by the teachers. A
high percentage of agreement between these ratings is desirable and is an indication of the degree
to which teachers understand the criteria and can accurately rate themselves. Disagreement could
occur when a teacher rated himself/herself as demonstrating the concept and/or skill but the ArtistMentor did not, or when the Artist-Mentor rated the teacher as demonstrating the concept and/or
skill but the teacher did not.
•

In the 2009 summer institute, the interrater agreement between Artist-Mentors and teachers
was 99%. All disagreements came from one lesson in Visual Arts at Fifth Grade (Value in
Shading). The visual arts concept of value is a developmentally high-level concept and/or skill
that frequently takes multiple practices to develop and understand. Using the understandings
gained from this interrater finding reinforces the need to provide teachers and students time to
practice the skill of creating light and dark values across more than one class or lesson.

•

In the 2010 summer institute, the interrater agreement between Artist-Mentors and teachers
was again 99%. The project selected two lessons from each arts discipline in which the ArtistMentors rated the teacher's work and teachers also self-rated their own work. These paired
ratings were examined for the number of agreements and disagreements between ArtistMentors and teachers. This indicates that Artist-Mentors and teachers shared the same
understanding of the concepts and/or skills and rate samples of work to the same standards
again in the second year of training.
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Teacher Learning: Autonomy Rubric for Teachers—A.R.T.
The Autonomy Rubric for Teachers (A.R.T.) measures the ability of teachers to independently teach
arts-infused lessons. The A.R.T. assesses seven strands for instructional strategies and three strands
for assessment. In the first year of the project, Artist-Mentors observed and rated teachers on their
ability to autonomously teach and assess an arts-infused lesson. In the second year of the project,
Artist-Mentors also rated teachers’ abilities to plan an arts-infused lesson. Each strand on the fourpoint rubric has a description (annotation) for each rating level within the strand—an analytic rubric
is intended to transparently portray levels of performance. A rating of four is the highest rating. The
following strands are assessed on the A.R.T.
2009-10: Year One
Teaching: 1) Warm-up; 2) Sequencing; 3) Pacing; 4) Embedding assessments; 5) Classroom management;
6) Creative responses; 7) Arts-Infused teaching
Assessing: 1) Reflection; 2) Criteria focus; 3) Arts-Infused assessment
2010-11: Year Two, teachers write an arts-infused lesson plan so they were assessed on the
teaching and assessing strands as well as planning.
Planning: 1) Big Idea; 2) Learning targets; 3) Learning criteria; 4) Sequential teaching strategies;
5) Learning prompts; 6) Cultural resource; 7) Assessments
The goal is for 80% of teachers to be rated at the level of 3 or 4 across all strands by the end of the
two years of training. In both years of training, all TTAL teachers far exceeded the goal for all
strands in Teaching and Assessing on the A.R.T. In the second year of training, TTAL teachers also
far exceeded the goal in lesson planning. The A.R.T in Year One shared 10 items in common with
the A.R.T in Year Two. In Year Two, Artist-Mentors rated teachers slightly higher on six of the ten
items, slightly lower on three of the ten items, and the same on one of the ten items. It is unknown
why classroom management was scored lower in the second year, but this finding may be
influenced by the fact that no teacher repeats an arts discipline so they are learning new classroom
management strategies each year.

2009-11 TTAL Autonomy Rubric For Teachers-Artist-Mentor Ratings

Percent of teachers at levels 3 and 4 on the TTAL A.R.T. for 2009-10; 2010-11
Benchmark is for 80% of teachers to perform at level 3 or 4
A-M Year One (N=52 A.R.T.s)

A-M Year Two (N=26 A.R.T.s)

80%

Big idea

100%

Planning

Learning targets

100%

Traits of criteria

96%

Strategies in sequence

96%

Learning prompts

100%

Cultural resources

96%

Assessments
Warm-Up

Teaching

Sequencing
Pacing
Embedded assessment
Classroom management

85%

Creative, orginial responses
Assessment
&
Evaluation

Arts-infused teaching
Reflection
Criteria focus
Arts-infused assessment
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96%
92%
92%
96%
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94%
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98%
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Reaching a Self-Sustaining Level of Autonomy in Arts-Infused Instruction
In order to assure teachers are prepared to sustain arts-infused teaching post-training, the project
goal is for Artist-Mentors to rate at least 80% of teachers at the levels of "3" or "4" on each item of
the A.R.T. by the end of the second year of training.
It is of interest to look more closely at the percent of ratings at the level of "4" in the first and
second year of the project, as an indicator of growing autonomy. This graph indicates that a
significant percentage of teachers reached a level “4” at the end of the first year of the project.
Additionally, the percent of teachers rated at the level of "4" increased from the first year of
training to the second year of training on 9 of the 10 items on the A.R.T. The difference in the N is
based on teachers receiving two, 5-hour mentorships in year one in two disicplines and one 10-hour
mentorship in one discipline the second year. Therefore, two Artist-Mentors rated the teachers in
the first year, and one Artist-Mentor rated each teacher in the second year. The total hours of
mentorship was the same for each year: ten hours.
The graph suggests that teachers moved to higher levels of autonomy in arts-infused teaching by the
end of the second year of the project. This is particularly noteworthy as a “4” rating, as described in
the A.R.T., equals a high level of autonomous arts education instruction and competency for
teaching and assessing the arts.

2009-11 TTAL Autonomy Rubric For Teachers
Artist-Mentor Year One and Year Two Level 4 Ratings (highest rating)
Percent of teachers at level "4" in Year One and Year Two
A-M Year One (N=52 A.R.T.s)

A-M Year Two (N=26 A.R.T.s)
71%

Warm-Up
Sequencing

Teaching

Pacing
Embedded assessment

81%
54%
81%
62%
65%
58%
81%
81%

Classroom management

65%
69%

Creative, orginial responses

77%
71%

Assessment &
Evaluation

Arts-infused teaching

92%
79%

Reflection

92%
75%

Criteria focus
Arts-infused assessment

96%
58%
92%
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Interrater Reliability of Scoring Between Artist-Mentors and Teachers
In Year Two, Artist-Mentors completed A.R.T. ratings on 26 teachers. Nineteen teachers completed
A.R.T.s on their own performance as a self-rating. The graph indicates Artist-Mentors rated at least
80% of teachers at the levels of "3" or "4" on each item of the A.R.T. in Year Two. The graph also
indicates that at least 80% of teachers rated themselves at the levels of "3" or "4". This suggests that
teachers are able to rate their performance to the same standard used by Artist-Mentors. Teachers
rated themselves the same as Artist-Mentor rated them on thirteen of the fourteen autonomous
strands. Only in one instance did teachers rate themselves as lower than the Artist-Mentor rated
them—pacing. Teacher rated themselves significantly higher in classroom management than ArtistMentors rated the teachers. Overall the confidence of teachers is exceptionally high in their ability to
autonomously sustain arts-infused teaching.

2010-11 TTAL Autonomy Rubric For Teachers
Comparison of Artist-Mentor Ratings and Teacher Self-Ratings for Year Two
Percent of teachers at levels 3 and 4
Benchmark is for 80% of teachers to perform at level 3 or 4

Planning

A-M Year Two (N=26 A.R.T.s)

Teacher Year Two (N=19 A.R.T.s)

Big idea

100%
100%

Learning targets

100%
100%

Traits of criteria

96%
100%

Strategies in sequence

96%
100%

Learning prompts

100%
100%

Cultural resources

96%
100%

Assessments

100%
100%

Teaching

Warm-Up

Assessment &
Evaluation

80%

92%

100%

Sequencing

96%
100%

Pacing

100%
95%

Embedded assessment

100%
100%

Classroom management

85%

100%

Creative, orginial responses

96%
100%

Arts-infused teaching

100%
100%

Reflection

96%
100%

Criteria focus

100%
100%

Arts-infused assessment

100%
100%
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Teacher Confidence
Teachers responded to post-institute surveys that provided information about attitudes and
knowledge towards art concepts, arts-infused concepts, and instructional strategies at the Summer
Institutes. Their responses were positive, but diverse; specific responses showed a high level of
understanding. The following trends in their answers reflect different personal and professional
experiences with the arts but some common themes. Trends compared similarly between both
summer institutes even though the first institute was focused on arts-infused writing and the second
summer institute was focused on arts-infused reading.
Questions
Activities that
contributed most to
teaching the arts.

Activities that
contributed to artsinfused knowledge.

Understand artsinfused learning
differently postinstitute.
Biggest Ahha!; new
perspective; change
in thinking.
Still need to know.

Trends from Summer Institutes in 2009-10 and 2010-11
• Clarity of the concepts;
• Concrete explanations and applicability of the information to the
classroom; opportunity for hands-on experience with materials;
• Artist-Mentors created a comfortable and safe environment
supported learning.
• Instructional strategies worked collectively to prepare them to teach the
arts: doing the lesson;
• Making connections between art and literacy vocabulary; the processes
of generating ideas, constructing, meaning, and reflection;
• Whole-group discussions, and the use of charts and graphic organizers.
• Teachers felt the institutes demystified art through clarity of arts
concepts and skills;
• Sequence of activities, connection to standards and other classroom
disciplines such as writing, and use of performance-based assessments
supported learning.
• Teachers sensed a feeling of efficacy—“I can create art myself” and “I can
teach art”. Specific comments suggest some participants had a
preconception that they could not create art prior to the institutes.
• Teachers felt they needed to practice more, even after the second
institute, and welcomed the continued support of fellow teachers at
their school.

Confidence in Arts-Infused Literacy Teaching
Overall teachers expressed they were confident or extremely confident on most items addressed in
the post-mentorship surveys.
Teachers expressed the greatest confidence that:
• Lessons in the arts can advance student’s knowledge and skills in literacy.
• Teachers can gain adequate understanding to teach the arts.
• Teacher involvement in this project will benefit their school and be a model for the
school district.
Teachers expressed slightly less confidence that:
• They had full support of school district leadership in teaching the arts.
Arts-Infused Teaching Journals 2010-11
In 2010-11, Arts Impact distributed to teachers an on-line survey to document the number of hours
teachers taught arts-infused reading lessons each week. Over the course of the seventeen weeks in
which the survey was disseminated weekly, and monitored by Arts Impact staff, teachers who used
the survey noted a wide range of hours spent co-teaching and independently teaching arts-infused
lessons. A significant number of teachers did not complete the survey or record their arts-infused
teaching hours. Arts Impact will continue to investigate best ways for teachers to document the
intensity of their arts-infused teaching.
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Student Learning: 2009-10 Focus on Arts-Infused Writing
The target of the project is for 80% of students to demonstrate the criteria for each of the
concepts in each arts-infused writing lesson.
Twenty-six TTAL teachers completed two, five-hour Mentorships in two different arts disciplines.
Part of the Mentorship included submitting student learning assessments for two of the six lessons
they taught—one lesson for each of the two arts disciplines.
The project gathered assessments of student work for lessons in each arts discipline at each grade
level. For some lessons, this sample included assessments from only one classroom at a grade level.
For other lessons, this sample included assessments from up to four different classrooms,
depending on the number of teachers mentored at that grade level. The analysis aggregated the
assessments of student work for each lesson. The analysis also aggregated the assessments of
student work for each artistic discipline.
Many students in the schools served in the TTAL project were performing below grade level state
standards in writing. Despite this challenge, the Arts Impact Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy
project met its goal for dance infused writing. 97% of students demonstrated concepts using
dance-infused writing. In visual arts-infused writing, the project goal was nearly met at 74% of
students demonstrating the criteria chosen for study. Theater-infused writing has proven to be the
most complex infused arts discipline. Artist-Mentors from several different Arts Impact models have
found that students are often behind state standards in their writing achievements. In theaterinfused writing lessons, the student expectations included more extensive writing samples than
students typically complete in their classroom, even though the samples reflect state standards.
More is to be learned about maximizing theater-infused learning in writing.

2009-10 TTAL Student Learning Year One
Percent of times students met the criteria in lessons by each
arts discipline
Dance-infused Writing
(30/31 concepts)
Theater-infused Writing
(17/29 concepts)
Visual Arts-infused Writing
(20/27 concepts)

97%

59%

74%
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Student Learning: 2010-11 Focus on Arts-Infused Reading
The target of the project was for 80% of students to demonstrate the criteria for each of the
concepts in each arts-infused reading lesson.
Twenty-six TTAL teachers completed one ten-hour mentorship in the third arts discipline they had
not yet experienced. During this mentorship they observed the Artist-Mentor teach an arts-infused
reading lesson, co-taught arts-infused reading lessons, and planned, wrote, taught and assessed
their own arts-infused reading lesson.
The project gathered assessments of student work for the lesson the teacher wrote, taught, and
assessed. The analysis aggregated the assessments of student work for each lesson by arts
discipline. Twenty-two teachers (85%) completed and submitted student learning assessments for
their lesson. Twenty-four teachers (92%) completed documentation of student learning by
submitting photographs for visual art and DVDs of performing arts. This documentation was
reviewed by teachers, Artist-Mentors, and sampled by an assessment liaison.
Arts Impact Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy exceeded the goal for student reading in all three
arts-infused disciplines.

2010-11 TTAL Student Learning Year Two
Percent of times students met the criteria in
lessons by each arts discipline

Dance-infused Reading
(8 lessons, 48 concepts)

92%

Theater-infused Reading
(6 lessons, 21 concepts)

Visual Arts-infused Reading
(12 lessons, 75 concepts)

91%

87%

Interrater Agreement Between Artist-Mentor and Teacher on 2010-11 Student Learning
To what degree did the rating of Artist-Mentors and teachers agree with one another?
The project far-exceeded the goal for interrater reliability for student learning. For dance-infused
reading lessons the interrater agreement was 99%; for theater-infused reading lessons the
interrater agreement was 99%; and for visual arts-infused reading lessons the interrater
agreement was 97%
Artist-Mentors rated students on each concept and/or skill for each lesson. Teachers rated students
on each concept and/or skill for each lesson as well. This analysis looks at the percent of agreement
between the ratings made by the Artist-Mentors and the ratings made by the teachers. A high
percentage of agreement between these ratings is desirable and is an indication of the degree to
which students, teachers, and Artist-Mentors understand the criteria in the same way.
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Teacher Reflections on Student Learning
2009-10

“Students loved dance, whether with our Artist-Mentor or just on our own. They jumped right up to
do (the) BrainDance. Our lessons definitely broadened/deepened my students’ understanding of
dance concepts, and also helped them find words to express what they were doing physically. I’m so
impressed when I look at their sketchbooks and see drawings and writing that clearly describe the
dance they and their peers did. Even first year ELL students were able to convey dance principles
clearly and effectively, which is very exciting for them and for me. Another thing I truly appreciated
about the performing arts lessons was the safe, collaborative nature. My students learned to work
together in a new way, and almost every one of them became much more comfortable being
creatively active in the group.”
Karma Sawka, Second Grade Teacher, Kimball Elementary, Seattle Public Schools, 2010
“One of the most important ways for me to think about the arts curriculum is to consider which
(students) now know new ways—which (students) were provided another avenue to show their
thinking and understanding. Of course, all (students) benefited, and our target success percentage
was over 95%, but this curriculum made a big difference for six of the 20 students, fully one-third,
allowing me to better understand them as thinkers and learners. This is a significant role of the arts in
learning. That access bridges to literacy, meaning more (students) experience success.”
Kathy Egawa, Seattle School District, Reading Coach, Northgate and Kimball Elementary, 2010

2010-11

“I have seen how quickly students have learned new concepts when they are infused through art. My
students learned action words (verbs) very quickly when they were asked to act. When asked to write
a poem to match the printmaking that they did, they quickly jumped in and began writing. It elicited a
great deal of excitement about learning and engagement from the students.”
Caryl Campbell, First/Second Grade Teacher, Northgate Elementary, Seattle Public Schools, 2011
“Constructivist learning can be fully realized in the arts and be academic.”
Elizabeth Johnson, Third Grade Teacher, Dearborn Park Elementary, Seattle Public Schools, 2011
“The mentorships showed me that nearly any arts-infused lesson can be adapted and applied to
different content areas or concepts. So often teachers are offered lesson plans that seem rigid—Arts
Impact lesson plans are designed to be stretched and fit to infuse art more openly and flexibly in
innumerable ways.“
Karma Sawka, Second Grade Teacher, Kimball Elementary, Seattle Public Schools, 2011
“The (students’) work turned out wonderfully. It has really anchored their understanding of setting
and has given us a springboard for many discussions since then—when we do any reading to talk
about setting in its various forms.”
Christine McFerran, Second Grade Teacher, Northgate Elementary, Seattle School District, 2011
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Family Engagement
Since family support and satisfaction with
education programs is considered a key
factor in program sustainability, the TTAL
project sought and valued family
viewpoints. Parents from all four schools
were surveyed during the fall of the 200910 and 2010-11 school years to assess their
satisfaction with communications about the
project. A flyer was sent to the family of
each child explaining the project. Both the
survey and the flyer were translated into the top five languages spoken at each school. The surveys
were distributed to parents through teacher communication strategies that typically work best for
each classroom at that school. A family letter is also included as part of every Arts Impact lesson
designed to be sent home after students have completed the lesson. The family letter explains the
learning targets for the lessons and makes suggestions for activities at home that reinforce learning.
In 2010, one school shared the Arts Impact project with families at their school Literacy Night. The
flyers from both years included the following text:
(Your) Elementary School is working with Arts Impact to use the arts—dance, theater, and visual arts—to teach
writing and reading. Your child will learn new ways to understand ideas in writing and reading. They will bring
characters alive using their body and voices—move through space to show word meaning—draw in a sketchbook to
show their understandings using images. Artists will work in the classroom with teachers to put these creative new
lessons into practice.
How the arts help students
 Active learning reaches students with different learning styles
 The arts teach students skills needed in the 21st century to learn, live, and work: innovation, collaboration,
creativity, critical thinking
What students learn through the arts
 Descriptive language
 Word meaning when reading and writing
 How to develop ideas and refine writing
Other project goals
 Include the arts as part of all children’s education
 Teach to the whole child

The goal was 80% of survey respondents agree or strongly agree they received clear
communication about arts-based learning and support of arts as basic to teaching and learning.
The goal was met for clear communication about arts-based learning by the TTAL project in both
project years. Additionally, the arts were highly valued as an educational component by parents.
The following table reflects the response from parents to the questions on the family survey in 200910 and 2010-11. Overall, the results from the 2009-10 and 2010-11 surveys were highly similar.
Questions and Criteria

Did you receive information about art lessons in your child’s classroom this year?
Percent choosing "Yes"
Did you understand the information about the art lessons?
Percent choosing "understood the information easily" and "understood
the information"
Do you think there is value in your child learning writing concepts through the arts
(dance, theater, and visual arts)?
Percent choosing "learning about the arts is very important" and "learning about the
arts is important"
Do you think it is important for your child to learn about the arts in school?
Percent choosing "this really helps my child learn" and "this might help my child learn"

2009-10
2010-11
All Schools All Schools
(N = 191) (N = 139)
67%

69%

89%

92%

99%

99%

97%

98%
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Artist-Mentors
Dance
Debbie Gilbert

Debbie is the Co-Artistic Director of the Whistlestop Dance
Company. Whistlestop has earned a reputation for excellence in
creating dance experiences for people of all ages and abilities.
The Dance Educators Association of Washington awarded
Whistlestop its 1996 Honor Award for outstanding contribution
to dance education in Washington schools. Debbie performs,
choreographs, and teaches students, educators, and teaching
artists both nationally and internationally. She has developed
training courses and manuals for the arts, has presented at
national and international conferences. Debbie has also written
dance curriculum for the Washington Alliance for Better Schools and the Seattle and Anacortes
School Districts. She also performs with the Light Motion Dance Company, showcasing wheelchair
and stand-up dancers, as well as with Tickle Tune Typhoon, an award winning children's music
ensemble. When she was Executive Director of VSA Arts of Washington, she directed its Artist In
Residence program from ‘90-’95. She is the Project Director for Whistlestop’s Dancing Math,
Dancing Science, Dancing Music, and Dancing Times and Cultures Programs. Debbie has been with
Arts Impact since January of 2003.

Theater
Dave Quicksall

Dave received a BA in Theater from the University of California at
Santa Cruz and went on to receive an MFA in acting at UCLA.
Dave has worked in the professional theater as an actor, director,
and writer for ACT, the 5th Avenue, Intiman, Seattle Children’s
Theater, Seattle Shakespeare Company, and Book-It Repertory
Theatre. Dave has worked as a teaching artist in theater at UC
Berkeley, Nashville Institute for the Arts, and Wolftrap Center in
Washington DC. Dave has been with Arts Impact since 2002.

Visual Arts
Beverly Harding Buehler

Beverly is a printmaker, mixed media artist, and author and illustrator of
children's books. She received her Bachelor of Fine Arts from Earlham
College and her Masters in African Art History from the University of
Washington. Beverly has taught art for over twenty years with diverse
learners, from pre-schoolers through adults. For ten years, she managed
the Youth, Family, and Art Studio programs at the Seattle Art Museum
where she taught studio art to school children, wrote integrated arts
curriculum for grades K-12, and developed interactive learning galleries
for visitors of all ages. In addition to teaching and pursuing her own art,
Beverly consults on art education for museums, schools, and pre-service
teacher training programs, both locally and nationally. The National Art
Education Association honored her with the Pacific Region Museum
Educator of the Year in 2005. Beverly has been with Arts Impact since
January 2003; she joined the Arts Impact staff as the Program Manager in
July 2011.
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Participating School District and Schools

School District
Seattle Public Schools
Central Administration Building
2445 Third Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98134

Schools and Principals
Dearborn Park Elementary School
Angela Sheffey-Bogan, Principal
2820 South Orcas Street
Seattle, WA 98108
Kimball Elementary School
Anne Fitzpatrick, Principal
3200 23rd Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98144
Northgate Elementary School
Stanley C. Jaskot, Principal
11725 First Avenue Northeast
Seattle, WA 98125
Roxhill Elementary School
Carmela Dellino, Principal
9430th Avenue Southwest
Seattle, WA 98126

Seattle School District Collaborators
Carri Campbell
Visual & Performing Arts Program Manager
cjcampbell@seattleschools.org
Dan Coles
Literacy Program Manager
djcoles@seattleschools.org
Paul Robb
Professional Development Program Manager
probb@seattleschools.org
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Community Cultural Collaborators
Dance
Kayti Bouljon, Manager Community Education Programs
“Today we hosted a Second Grade classroom taking part in
the Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy program. It was one of
the best groups we’ve hosted, for so many reasons. The
students were engaged and excited about learning and dancing, asked insightful questions, used
dance concept vocabulary in conversation and were polite and attentive learners. (The teacher)
danced with the students, made connections for them, and supported our staff and teaching artists
as a real partner during the day. I spoke with (the teacher) about her Arts Impact experience and she
loves the process and opportunity for both herself and the students. She and the other Arts Impact
teachers are sharing everything they can with other teachers in the building, so that all of the
students are getting what they can from the experience. I observed her clear enthusiasm and pride
for teaching—and the arts.
Our teaching artists also loved the experience. During the dance class, the students were really
focused. They worked well with one another and had clear ideas about movement, but were unafraid
to try new things. While touring the building, the conversation between staff and students was
noticeably mature and on point. They were inspired by the professional dancers, and were intrigued
about their process—a link to the TTAL curriculum—what a perfect connection for us all.”

Elizabeth Cole Duffel, Director of Education and Associate
Programs Manager
“I love having so many Arts Impact students in our audiences for our World
Dance student matinee performances at Meany Hall. The care that Arts
Impact takes to prepare students for their cultural visits is evident in the
types of questions that students from these schools are asking and the level
of understanding they demonstrate. The students who participate in Arts
Impact are some of the most prepared and attentive audience members of
any age that I have had the privilege to observe.”
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Theater
Karen Sharp, Education Director
“Seattle Children’s Theatre Education Department has been honored to serve
as an Arts Impact community partner on the TTAL project. The collaborative
nature of the work has allowed us to build strong relationships with
classroom teachers and their students that will continue for years to come.
Although we serve hundreds of teachers every year it is often easy to identify
a teacher who has participated in the Arts Impact program by the thoughtful
questions they ask and the arts resources that they seek out. I am always impressed by the way Arts
Impact teachers are prepared and motivated to utilize community resources and to continue their
training.”

Visual Arts
Regan Pro, Museum Educator for School and Educator Programs
“The Seattle Art Museum (SAM) was thrilled to partner with Arts Impact
for Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy. The integration of literacy and the
arts is a natural partnership that translated easily and effectively into
participant’s own classroom teaching. A particular strength of the Arts
Impact TTAL model was the program’s emphasis on sustainability. As a
cultural partner in this work, we strive to help support the continuation of
this work and to provide resources to all participants as they infuse the arts
into their own teaching.”
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Funding Provider
United States Department of Education

This research study is generously funded by the U.S. Department of Education as part of
the Professional Development for Arts Educators (PDAE) grant program.
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APPENDIX ONE
Arts-Infused Curricula in Writing and Reading
Goal 3: Integrate standards-based arts instruction with other core academic area content,
specifically literacy.
Arts Impact met its planning and implementation performance measure. 72 arts-infused writing
and reading lessons were written and taught to teachers. Following are the lesson titles and
Enduring Understandings documented for each lesson in dance, theater, and visual arts-infused
writing and reading lessons. One sample Target/Criteria set is documented from the third lesson of
each lesson series or grade level.

Dance-Infused Writing Lessons
KINDERGARTEN LESSONS

Verbs: Dancing Actions Enduring Understanding: Movements and verbs communicate action.
Dancing Opposites (Size) Enduring Understanding: Using opposite words in text parallels contrasting
movements in dance.
Prepositional Relationship Dance Enduring Understanding: Precise prepositions can describe where
a person or object is in relationship to another person or object.
Sample Target: Makes shapes showing relationships with a partner.
Sample Criteria: Freezes like a statue with a partner showing the following prepositions:
over/under, around/through, and beside.

FIRST GRADE LESSONS

Verbs: More Dancing Actions Enduring Understanding: Movement and verbs communicate action.
Dancing Opposites (Level, Tempo) Enduring Understanding: Using opposite words in text parallels
contrasting movements in dance.
Prepositional Relationship Dance with Energy Enduring Understanding: Precise prepositions can
describe where a person or object is in relationship to another person or object.
Sample Target: Identifies a prepositional relationship.
Sample Criteria: States the preposition that describes a relationship shape performed in
the dance.

SECOND GRADE LESSONS

Two Vivid Verbs Dance Enduring Understanding: Specific movements and vivid verbs communicate
precise action.
Describing Mirror Dances (Level) Enduring Understanding: Using specific words to describe the level
of shapes or movements can communicate precise position in space.
Smooth and Sharp Class Cinquain Dance Enduring Understanding: Selecting specific words and
connecting related movements can create poetry and dances that communicate in
a specific form.
Sample Target: Notates movement choice that communicates poetry through dance.
Sample Criteria: Describes diverse choices of shapes and actions that show the energy
quality described in the class cinquain poem.
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THIRD GRADE LESSONS

Dancing Three Vivid Verbs Enduring Understanding: Specific movements and vivid verbs
communicate precise action.
Describing Mirror Dances (Size and Tempo) Enduring Understanding: Using specific words to
describe the size of shapes and tempo of movements can communicate precise forms and time.
Smooth and Sharp Cinquain Dances Enduring Understanding: Selecting specific words and
connecting related movements can create poetry and dances that communicate in a specific form.
Sample Target: Chooses descriptive words to write a cinquain poem.
Sample Criteria: Responds to prompts, selecting nouns, adjectives, and verbs to describe a
specific type of energy in a poetic form.

FOURTH GRADE LESSONS

Describing Shadow Dances Enduring Understanding: Refining movements and using precise verbs
communicate more specific meaning.
Similes with Energy Enduring Understanding: Writing or dancing a simile can show the relationship
between two unlike nouns.
Rhythmical Syllables Enduring Understanding: Combining long/slow and short/fast sounds or
movements creates rhythm in dance and in language.
Sample Target: Develops a rhythmical sound score.
Sample Criteria: Selects a one syllable, two syllable, three syllable, and four syllable word;
puts them in order; repeats each four times.

FIFTH GRADE LESSONS

Describing Shadow Rhombi Enduring Understanding: Refining movements and using precise verbs
communicate more specific meaning.
Metaphors with Energy Enduring Understanding: Writing or dancing a metaphor can show an
implied comparison between two unlike nouns.
Rhythm Choreography Enduring Understanding: Combining long/slow and short/fast sounds or
movements creates rhythm in dance and in language.
Sample Target: Demonstrates rhythm.
Sample Criteria: Chooses a sound or movement on a selected level for each word of the
sound score; in writing, describes one shape or movement and explains how it shows the
meaning of the word.
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TTAL Dance-Infused Reading Lessons
KINDERGARTEN LESSON—First, Then, and Finally

Enduring Understanding: Selecting movement to demonstrate the beginning, middle and ending
actions of a book can tell the plot.
Sample Target: Responds to the First, Then, and Finally Dance.
Sample Criteria: Chooses a word to describe a movement from the beginning, middle, or
end of the dance.

FIRST GRADE LESSON—Beginning, Problems, Solution Dance

Enduring Understanding: Determining the story beginning, problems, and solution can enable
readers to tell or dance its plot.
Sample Target: Responds to the Story Sequence Dance.
Sample Criteria: Chooses a word to describe a movement from the beginning, problems, or
solution of the dance.

SECOND GRADE LESSON—Dancing Similarities in Folktales

Enduring Understanding: Selecting common events, describing and dancing them, can demonstrate
similarities in world folktales.
Sample Target: Identifies specific events from a story found in multiple cultures.
Sample Criteria: Identifies beginning, middle, and end events/action words from two
similar stories.

THIRD GRADE LESSON—Prequel and Sequel Dances
Enduring Understanding: Prior knowledge and evidence from a text informs choices in prequel and
sequel stories and dances. Use of exaggeration can communicate clearly about an emotion or event.
Sample Target: Creates a prequel or a sequel for a book.
Sample Criteria: Selects and notates an action that happens before or after the book: titles
the event.

FOURTH GRADE LESSON—Six Important Events Dance

Enduring Understanding: Determining important events and illustrating them through movement
can show the plot of a work of literature.
Sample Target: Responds to the Important Event Dance.
Sample Criteria: Chooses a movement from the dance; in writing, describes one movement
and explains how it shows what happened in the key event.

FIFTH GRADE LESSON—Accumulation Sequence Dances

Enduring Understanding: Selecting and creating movement to sequence key events or ideas can
show the plot of narrative poetry.
Sample Target: Demonstrates understanding of a poem’s meaning.
Sample Criteria: Selects four lines, phrases, or sentences that show the most important
ideas in the poem.
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Theater-Infused Writing Lessons
KINDERGARTEN LESSONS

The Super Expressive Body Enduring Understanding: Using exaggerated and dynamic physical
expression can convey character attributes.
Finding Your Big Voice Enduring Understanding: Projecting sounds from the body center produces a
loud, clear voice. Changing the pitch, volume, or timbre of the voice produces a different vocal
quality to reflect an attribute.
Creating Expressive Animals Enduring Understanding: Identifying and portraying specific animal
characteristics and temperament through upright movement can create a dynamic expression of
that animal.
Sample Target: Identifies and portrays characteristics of an animal.
Sample Criteria: In an upright position, uses movement and body shape that reflect
attributes of a specific animal.

FIRST GRADE LESSONS

The Super Expressive Body—Expressing Emotions Enduring Understanding: Using exaggerated and
dynamic physical expression can convey emotion, character attributes, and states of being in order
to tell stories.
The Super Expressive Voice—Emotional Attributes Enduring Understanding: Project sounds from
the body center produces a loud, clear voice. Changing the pitch, volume, or timbre of the voice
produces a different vocal quality to reflect emotion.
Expressive Animals with Voice Enduring Understanding: Identifying and portraying specific animal
characteristics and temperament through upright movement and voice can communicate a
specific animal.
Sample Target: Identifies the vocal and physical choices made to create an animal.
Sample Criteria: Writes vivid verbs on own drawing that describes actions and voice.

SECOND GRADE LESSONS

The Super Expressive Body—Using Actions Enduring Understanding: Using exaggerated and
dynamic physical expression can convey emotion, character attributes, states of being and actions in
order to tell stories.
The Super Expressive Voice—Speaking with Emotion Enduring Understanding: Altering the pitch,
volume, and timbre of the voice shows emotions and leads to a more expressive voice.
Creating a Character Enduring Understanding: Combining specific gestures/body movements with
vocal choices contributes to the understanding and creation of a character.
Sample Target: Combines physical and vocal choices to present a complete realization
of a character.
Sample Criteria: Simultaneously uses posture/movement choices with voice quality, pitch
and volume choices while presenting character.
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THIRD GRADE LESSONS

The Super Expressive Body—Actions and Setting Enduring Understanding: Using exaggerated and
dynamic physical expression can convey emotion, character attributes, states of being, and setting in
order to tell stories.
Tongue Twisting Diction Enduring Understanding: Clear enunciation of consonants and vowels
produces a more expressive speaker.
Using Actions to Communicate Characters Enduring Understanding: Characters and emotions can
be communicated through the physical expression of specific actions.
Sample Target: Identifies actions specific to a character.
Sample Criteria: Uses movement and gestures to show activities/feelings that are associated
with a specific person.

FOURTH GRADE LESSONS
The Super Expressive Body—Character Attributes Enduring Understanding: Using exaggerated and
dynamic physical expression can convey action, emotion/states of being, and character attributes in
order to tell stories.
Exaggerated Voice Enduring Understanding: Combining a strong vocal and physical choice creates
dynamic communication.
Creating Dialogue for Characters Enduring Understanding: Creating specific dialogue for a character
can express actions and feelings.
Sample Target: Identifies the actions between two characters.
Sample Criteria: Writes dialogue that clearly expresses a given situation and the associated
character feelings.

FIFTH GRADE LESSONS

The Super Expressive Body—Actions and Character Enduring Understanding: Using exaggerated
and dynamic physical expression can convey action, emotion/states of being, and character
attributes in order to tell stories.
The Emotional Voice Enduring Understanding: A character’s emotions are expressed through the
voice and through actions.
Character Objective and Action Enduring Understanding: Identifying a character’s objective
determines the actions an actor uses.
Sample Target: Uses language appropriate for a purpose.
Sample Criteria: Writes dialogue that clearly communicates the meaning of a vivid verb.
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Theater-Infused Reading Lessons
KINDERGARTEN LESSON—Creating Emotional Connections to a Character

Enduring Understanding: Using personal memories of an emotional experience can deepen the
understanding of a character.
Sample Target: Identifies actions that are linked to the expression of a specific emotion.
Sample Criteria: Uses movement, facial expressions and vocal choices to portray the
feelings of a character in a story.

FIRST GRADE LESSON—Applying Background Knowledge to a Character

Enduring Understanding: Using sense memory and visualization can strengthen the connection
between background knowledge and what is read about characters in a story.
Sample Target: Applies background knowledge to a selected text.
Sample Criteria: Uses physical and vocal choices to communicate the specific actions and
emotions of a character in a story.

SECOND GRADE LESSON—Asking Questions and Predicting Outcomes

Enduring Understanding: Making a personal connection (background knowledge) to a character
contributes to predictions about that character’s behavior and actions.
Sample Target: Predicts the outcome of a situation in a story.
Sample Criteria: Records a scenario based on background knowledge attributes
of the characters.

THIRD GRADE LESSON—Character Maps: Using Evidence and Inference

Enduring Understanding: Identifying the physical, vocal, and emotional attributes of a character can
build a deeper comprehension of a text.
Sample Target: Extracts and infers attributes of a specific character from a given text.
Sample Criteria: Records verbs and descriptive language on a Character Map.

FOURTH GRADE LESSON—Character Objective: Overcoming Obstacles

Enduring Understanding: Identifying a character’s objective and obstacles determines the actions in a
story for an author/actor.
Sample Target: Makes a specific physical choice to convey character.
Sample Criteria: Uses posture, gesture and facial expression choices to communicate a
specific person in a tableau.

FIFTH GRADE LESSON—Synthesis and Summary: The Story Volcano

Enduring Understanding: Parts of a story build cumulatively from the introduction through a sequence
of actions to the climax, resolution and conclusion.
Sample Target: Understands and demonstrates the cumulative actions that move the story
through its different parts.
Sample Criteria: Creates a series of tableaux that incorporate sequential key events from the
recorded information and build action.
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Visual Arts-Infused Writing Lessons
Note: All artwork for arts-infused writing lessons are student work from the 2009-10 school year.

KINDERGARTEN LESSONS

Verbs: Energetic Lines Enduring Understanding: Lines
can move in different directions. Using a variety of line
directions, especially curved and diagonal lines, adds
visual energy to a work of art.
Lines That Stand Still Enduring Understanding: Lines can
move in different directions. Using horizontal and vertical
lines makes a picture look calm and still.
Lines to Touch Enduring Understanding: Actual texture is
the way something feels on the surface. Using different
kinds of lines can create different textures.
Sample Target: Describes actual textures.
Sample Criteria: Selects adjectives to describe each of the different raised lines created.

FIRST GRADE LESSONS
Line Qualities Enduring Understanding: Varying line
qualities—thick, thin, rough, smooth, solid, broken, can
create visual excitement in a composition.
Calm Lines Enduring Understanding: Lines can move in
different directions. Using horizontal and vertical lines
can make a picture look calm.
Implied Texture Enduring Understanding: Texture you
can see but not feel is called implied or visual texture.
Using different kinds of marks can suggest different
implied textures.
Sample Target: Describes implied textures.
Sample Criteria: Selects adjectives to describe each of the different surfaces implied.

SECOND GRADE LESSONS

Active Lines Enduring Understanding: Diagonal, curved, and zigzag lines can create a sense of
movement and visual excitement. Visual art and music use active lines to engage the audience.
Organic Shapes in Space Enduring Understanding: Contour lines show the inner and outer edges of a
form. Overlapping implies depth.
Lines Show Textures Enduring Understanding: Different qualities of lines—rough, smooth, soft,
jagged—can imply natural textures.
Sample Target: Creates various qualities of line to imply textures.
Sample Criteria: Makes at least three different kinds of brushstrokes to describe three
different natural textures.
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THIRD GRADE LESSONS

Moving Lines Enduring Understanding: Using quickly-drawn,
repeated lines around the parts of a figure (gesture drawing) can
create a sense of movement. Diagonal, curved, and zigzag lines
can add to a sense of movement.
Still Life Shapes in Space Enduring Understanding: Contour lines
show the inner and outer edges of a form. Overlapping implies
depth.
Lines and What They Express Enduring Understanding: Different
qualities of lines—rough, smooth, soft, jagged—can express a
mood.
Sample Target: Writes a “story-start” to describe the
mood of weather.
Sample Criteria: Writes the beginning of a story with
descriptive words about visual imagery to express
sensory feelings.

FOURTH GRADE LESSONS

FIFTH GRADE LESSONS

Contour Lines Enduring Understanding: Contour lines show the
inner and outer edges of a form. A contour line drawing can
suggest the character of the object being drawn.
Calligraphic Lines Enduring Understanding: Using flowing, tapering
lines can describe organic forms. Pose and gesture can express
emotion and character
Complementary Colors Enduring Understanding: Using
complementary colors—opposites on the color wheel—to create
visual contrast and vivid verbs, specific nouns and descriptive
adjectives can make a
bold statement.
Sample Target: Uses compelling language.
Sample Criteria: Writes an advertising slogan, expressing
something important about self using vivid verbs, specific
nouns, and/or descriptive adjectives.

Value in Shading Enduring Understanding: Use of gradated values
(shading) creates the illusion of 3-D form on a 2-D surface. Values can
reveal and conceal a form.
Value in Line Enduring Understanding: Using hatching and crosshatching (value drawing) can create the illusion of 3-D form on a 2-D
surface. Values can express an emotion
Monochromatic Colors Enduring Understanding: Using monochromatic
color values—tints and tones/shades of one color—can unify a work of
art visually and express a feeling or mood.
Sample Target: Uses color symbolically.
Sample Criteria: Selects and uses a color that represents something
about self and explains choice in writing.
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Visual Arts-Infused Reading Lessons
Note: All artwork for arts-infused reading lessons are student work from the 2010-11 school year.

KINDERGARTEN LESSON—Memories of Place: Using Prior Knowledge to Create Setting
Enduring Understanding: Implied textures can suggest a specific time
and place.
Sample Target: Uses prior knowledge to interpret the setting in
a work of art.
Sample Criteria: Uses descriptive words (nouns, adjectives) to
express tactile experiences of various surfaces suggested
in collages.

FIRST GRADE LESSON—Describing Place: Using Sense Memory to Add Texture to Setting

Enduring Understanding: A variety of textures, in both written text and visual arts, can suggest a
multi-sensory time and place. Repeating words, images,
textures, colors, and/or shapes can create unity in a story or
work of art.
Sample Target: Uses sense memories to interpret the
setting in a work of art.
Sample Criteria: Titles work with descriptive words
(adjectives and nouns) to describe the way one of the
senses (taste, touch, sound, smell, sight) is expressed
by the setting of the assemblage.

SECOND GRADE LESSON—Imagining Place: Using Questions to Conjure Up Setting
Enduring Understanding: Forming questions about art or stories
guides the depth of our understanding of them. Words and
colors that refer to time, environment, and mood can imply the
setting of a story or a work of art.
Sample Target: Uses a question with descriptive
language to imply the setting in a work of art.
Sample Criteria: Writes a title (with a noun and an
adjective) and an open-ended question that suggests
the physical and/or emotional setting of own work
of art.

THIRD GRADE LESSON—Inferring Place: Mining Clues from the Text and Yourself
Enduring Understanding: Combining personal background
knowledge with clues from the text leads to inference. Warm or
cool colors—in texts and in works of art—can express a specific
mood (emotional setting).
Sample Target: Writes a title and a label to explain the
emotional setting in a work of art.
Sample Criteria: Writes an expressive title (with a noun
and an adjective) and a label in which background
knowledge is shared and visual clues express the
intended feeling in a work of art.
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FOURTH GRADE LESSON—Focal Points: Emphasizing Key Features of Setting

Enduring Understanding: Strongly contrasting
images/places/moods—in texts and in works of art—can create
areas of focus/emphasis in a setting.
Sample Target: Uses juxtapositions to express the key
features of the setting of a work of art.
Sample Criteria: Writes a diamante poem (antonyms)
to express two contrasting features of the setting of
their work of art.

FIFTH GRADE LESSON—Building an Interpretation of Place

Enduring Understanding: Recording facts, personal thinking
process, and own observations from reading/making art helps
synthesize diverse settings in texts and works of art. Repeating
words, images, and textures—in texts and in art—can unify the
setting of a piece of writing or art.
Sample Target: Uses synthesis to title and write a
label for a work of art.
Sample Criteria: Writes a title that is a phrase that
encapsulates the setting of the student’s feelings
(insider or outsider) and a label that explains how the
sculpture expresses that setting.
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APPENDIX TWO
A Sustaining Practice Professional Development Plan

Teacher Training: Arts as Literacy (TTAL)
Arts Education Professional Development Model
A small working group of Arts Impact-trained teachers and additional K5 faculty from Dearborn Park Elementary School, Kimball Elementary
School, and Roxhill Elementary School, Seattle Public Schools (SPS), met
with Arts Impact staff, Artist-Mentors, and the SPS staff. The purpose of
the meeting was to draft an arts education professional development
plan for K-5 teachers presented locally to Seattle Public Schools as a
model and disseminated nationally through support of the Department
of Education Professional Development for Arts Educators (PDAE) grant.
The professional development model designed by this working group
represents the ways teachers believe training in the arts has the greatest
potential to 1) sustain existing trained teachers, 2) broaden arts
teaching in grant-supported school buildings, and 3) build capacity for
K-5 arts teaching across the school district. The teachers recognized
there are key professional development features that support all
teachers and other key features that are tailored to individual building
needs. This model reflects both these layers of professional development.
Teachers felt strongly that community advocacy and specific district and
building systems were crucial for increasing District capacity for arts
education, during and after professional development. It’s a hand-inglove issue!
Also acknowledged were the external factors that are often seen as
obstacles to successfully implementing arts education professional
development. Using an analytic approach, the selected professional
development attributes address and provide solutions to these
perceived obstacles.
The following professional development model was based on an analytic
examination: WHO should train classroom teachers; WHAT content
should be learned; WHAT pedagogy should be used; WHAT intensity
level changes teaching; HOW often does professional development need
to occur to sustain arts teaching; WHERE should training be held; and
HOW can the school district, funding, and community best support
professional development. Finally, the working group discussed WHY
evaluation is a vital part of professional development.

HIGHLIGHTS
} New teaching
skills need to be
nurtured—
sustaining
teachers need
sustaining PD.
} Joint training
maximizes school
building funds
over time.
} School and
district-adopted
systems sustain
arts teacher
training and
instruction.
} A three-tier
level of
instructors:
experts to
building-mentors/
coaches provides
on-going training.
} Advocacy for
arts education
goes hand-in-hand
with arts
education
professional
development.
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KEY FEATURES OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
An Analytic Look
WHAT: Content
• Adopt arts content/standards at school.
• Write, formalize, and scaffold curricula content.
• Include arts concepts and classroom pedagogy in content.
• Identify first one arts discipline and then add additional two arts disciplines (music
excepted) for focus of professional development.
• Map arts content into trimester lesson planning.
• Make a direct connection to Reading and Writing Workshops.
WHAT: Pedagogy for Training
• Model teaching; co-teach, support independent teaches, debrief (an Arts Impact model).
• Use lesson plans flexibly.
• Use individualized learning strategies in professional development.
• Train whole schools—both Arts Impact-trained teachers and all other building staff.
• Package lessons, supplies, and support materials in kits for professional development.
• Use a simple, one-page lesson plan template across school sites.
• Use technology for communication and feedback to teachers.
• Use opportunities for release time for observations of other teachers.
WHO: Trains
• Train using Artist-Mentors across schools through shared workshops.
• Share prior knowledge and teaching strategies through Arts Impact-trained teachers.
• Inform each other’s practice using a Buddy Teacher approach.
• Plan cooperatively with other teachers to create more arts lessons.
• Access cultural arts educators as trainers.
WHEN: Intensity
• Unroll formal professional development plan over the course of three-four years—two years
start-up and two years support.
• Schedule training three times a year (new teachers/new schools in one-day workshops).
• Schedule training on an annual workshop calendar.
• Train all year long through Arts Impact workshops for Arts Impact-trained teachers.
• Train using local cultural organizations (art museum; performing arts institutions).
WHERE:
• Alternate training sites across schools.
• Use cultural institutions as training sites.
HOW: Funding
• Share existing professional development funds across schools to sustain training.
• Re-distribute enrichment funds for professional development in the arts.
• Dedicate funds for arts materials and instruction.
HOW: District/Principal Endorsement
• District: Endorse and co-fund formally those schools committed to arts education
professional development.
• Principal: Endorse formally inclusion of arts education as a core subject, and promote the
inherent values.
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HOW: Advocacy
• Create an Arts Impact learning community.
• Exhibit artwork; share arts performances with community.
• Host arts-infused math and literacy evening events for families.
• Seek press coverage to feature teachers and schools who are training in the arts.
• Use data to communicate secondary benefits of arts education in training (e.g. Habits of
Mind; Universal Design; ELL).
WHY: Evaluation
• Construct a body of student evidence.
• Hold schools accountable for teacher use of arts training.
• Track students of teachers who are building arts education into their curricula.
• Use peer observation as an evaluation strategy.
• Provide personal and group reflection time.
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KEY FEATURES OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
A Detailed Table for Implementation
Key Features of Professional Development

CONTENT
Concepts: Introduce arts concepts in all disciplines—but
start with one arts discipline at a time, covering dance,
theater, AND visual arts ultimately.
Concepts: Prioritize areas and levels of arts education
content over three-four years.
Pedagogy: Include pedagogical approaches to arts
learning in training.
Plan at the Building Level: Commit to incorporate artsinfused lessons within the overall building curricula.
Plan at the Building Level: Plan one year ahead to
designate the scope and sequence of concepts to be
taught each trimester and note in lesson plan books.
Scaffold: Write, document, and scaffold curricula content.
PEDAGOGY
Arts Impact Model: Models teaching lesson; coteaches, supports independent teach, debrief (an Arts
Impact model).
Teaching: Uses strategies flexibly from lesson plans—
breaking lessons into smaller components; identifying
moments of infusion.
Individualized Instruction: Use a variety of ways to
deliver instruction.
Lesson Template: Use a simple, one-page template across
school sites that includes an assessments checklist.
Lesson-sharing: Blog or web-post lessons when enrolled
in Arts Impact.
Observations: Provide release time for teachers to
observe colleagues teaching the arts.
On-line Feedback: Create an on-line feedback system for
trainers to communicate with mentees.
College Credit/Clock Hours: Recognize teacher learning
through clock hours and credits.
WHO TRAINS
Artist-Mentors: Hire Arts Impact Artist-Mentors to
continue to train
Arts Impact-trained Teachers: Pair with a building
colleague to mentor.
Buddy Teaching: Reach out with other classroom teaches
across grade levels using Arts Impact lessons.
Cooperative Planning: Work with each other (teachers)
and Artist-Mentors to plan additional lessons.
Cultural Arts Educators: Work with cultural educators to
plan specific support training, as well as maximize the
existing cultural training.

Sustaining Teachers
following Arts
Impact Training

Building
District
Capacity

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X
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WHAT INTENSITY
Implementation: Roll out professional development plan
over a three-four year course of time to build capacity—
prioritize layers of arts content.
Timing: Train three times a year, with a focus on one
art form.
On-going: Offer on-going workshops throughout
the school year through Arts Impact and
cultural organizations.
HOW OFTEN
Schedule: Put professional development workshops on an
annual calendar.
Calendar: Place training on an annual calendar because it
can be built into school/personal plans.
Communication: Formalize communication between
schools involved in arts education professional
development on-line.
WHERE
Place: Alternate sites for professional development, first
at four Arts Impact schools, then schools with interest.
Place: Use available and additional Arts Impact-specific
training from local cultural organizations.
HOW THROUGH SCHOOL/DISTRICT ENDORSEMENT
District Arts Education Partnership: Shape arts education
at the District level by endorsing schools as arts training
schools to shape school and District culture.
Principal Support: Involve principals at all levels
of training.
HOW THROUGH ADVOCACY
PLC Advocacy: Create a PLC that serves advocacy as a
learning community across schools.
PSTA: Work with PTSAs and other parent groups to host
annual and bi-annual literacy/math arts-infused events.
Press: Seek attention of press for whole-school efforts in
professional development through District offices, but
also entrepreneurial ways.
Rigor: Describe specifically the rigor of the professional
development and the results and benefits through a
white paper.
Secondary Benefits: Note secondary benefits of
professional development in the arts for teachers and
students (e.g. Habits of Mind).
HOW THROUGH FUNDING
Funding: Use building professional development funds
and time from multiple schools to continue professional
development for trained teachers and whole staffs.
Funding: Dedicate funds for arts instruction and
arts materials.
Compensation: Plan for teacher compensation for
training in budget.
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WHY EVALUATION
Evidence: Build a body of student evidence with criteria
and shared assessment checklists.
School Accountability: Track school culture change as
teachers ramp-up teacher training.
Teacher Accountability: Use a peer evaluation
approach to give immediate feedback from one instructor
to another.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR PD
Resources: Provide grade-based supply kits (similar to
science kits) for all disciplines: dance (e.g. music CDs,
dance DVDs, stretchy bands); theater (e.g. books); visual
arts (consumable and non-consumable supplies)
Resources: Provide a resource list for consumable
supplies with brand names, price list, and order form so
systems can be developed for reordering supplies each
year. Assign a school liaison (staff or volunteer/PTSA) as
point person.
Resources: Seek ongoing and consistent supply funding
sources for refreshing supplies as a line item in school
budget (supplemented by PTA). Consider reallocating
dedicated enrichment budgets.
Resources: Correlate Arts Impact lessons with Readers
and Writers Workshops for streamlined instruction.
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OVERCOMING EXTERNAL FACTORS
Factors to Hurdle for Sustained Professional Development
Limited Discretionary Funding
Solution: Maximize funding through shared professional development funds across school
buildings and designated District support.
Limited Discretionary Time
Solution: Plan training for designated training time in school calendar, and use flexible coteaching and shared teaching time. Offer professional development at multiple afterschool
and in-school times.
Geography—Large Urban District
Solution: Alternate professional development training sites across the District; use centrally
located cultural institutions as training sites—‘necessary opportunities’.
Testing
Solution: Communicate the arts as a core national and state discipline and valued
professional development.
Varying Levels of Student Performance at Grade Level
Solution: Use professional development in arts education as yet another strategy to reach
the unreachable. Infuse arts concepts with shared concepts in other disciplines.
Changing and Fluctuating Administration and Initiatives
Solution: Promote and designate formally the arts as part of the school culture. Use a body
of evidence to support the value of arts education.
Changing and Fluctuating Staff Roles
Solution: Share responsibility of arts education inclusion through an arts committee, each
holding a small role for sustaining the arts and planning professional development.
Facility
Solution: Maximize existing space with formal areas for arts education and schedules that
open spaces for the arts.
Inertia
Solution: Present a formal professional development plan, rolled out over three to four years.
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APPENDIX THREE
History of Arts Impact
Since 1999, Arts Impact has successfully trained classroom teachers to teach the arts, serving
teachers from a variety of settings in school districts across the Puget Sound region. The Arts Impact
Core program has focused on clusters of teachers in small rural schools removed from urban cultural
access, as well as high poverty schools in urban and suburban areas. The program has worked with
whole school faculties as well as self-select teams of teachers in a larger school setting. Arts Impact
has previously studied short-term arts-infused learning in a summer school setting and arts
leadership/arts-infused learning project and is currently implementing four U.S. Department of
Education arts eduction grants: a middle school arts-infused and math learning project; an arts
education replication project, the TTAL project, and a new project to implement the scale up arts
professional development model created collaboratively through TTAL – titled TTAL+.
Arts Impact delivers instruction, guidance, modeling, coaching, and an ongoing safety net through
mentorships led by teaching artists, referred to as Artist-Mentors, who form the core of the
professional development instructional team.
Arts Impact Key Features
Arts Impact Key Features are consistent throughout its models.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Teach standards-based arts instruction aligned with national and Washington State standards.
Use a concept-based approach to curriculum and assessments found within Washington State standards.
Use performance-based assessments to plan, teach, and assess learning.
Rely on in-depth training over the course of time to assure mastery teaching.
Implement instruction using Artist-Mentors as prime instructors.
Focus on transferring understandings in basic arts foundations.
Build on arts foundations by identifying arts-infused concepts that are authentically shared
between other core classroom disciplines.
8. Work in partnerships with cultural organizations to use pivotal community resources.
9. Rely on research to update the project pedagogy and implementation.
10. Evaluate project effectiveness through formative and summative evaluation.
In complement to program Key Features, Arts Impact also offers: Professional Learning
Communities, whole-school training, graduate credit and clock hours, shared lesson plans, and
reliance on project resources.
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Staff and Contact Information
Puget Sound Educational Service District
Sibyl Barnum; Director, Arts Education
Beverly Harding Buehler; Program Manager
Dr. Bruce Cunningham; Evaluator
Meg Babcock; Program Coordinator
Linda Martin Chitturi; Program Coordinator
Audrey Otto; Program Specialist
Curriculum and Assessments
Susy Watts; Teaching and Learning Consultant
For more information contact:
Sibyl Barnum, Director, Arts Education
(425) 917-7943
sbarnum@psesd.org
800 Oakesdale Avenue Southwest
Renton, WA 98057-5221

www.arts-impact.org
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